


























































































































From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
To: Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: FW: Chena Small Tracts Planning Commission approval
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:20:20 AM

 
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 
From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:54 AM
To: 'Kellen Spillman'
Cc: Krol, Longin (DOT); Woster, Timothy J (DOT); Hooper, Barry L (DOT); Bailey, Meadow P (DOT);
Titus, James Stephen (DOT)
Subject: Chena Small Tracts Planning Commission approval
 
Kellen,
 
After further internal review and discussion, AK DOT&PF has no plans to alter the proposed design or
add additional design features.  The current design is and 8-foot wide separated path on the north side
of Chena Small Tracts Road.
 
We have heard the neighborhood concerns, considered and analyzed other alternatives and believe
the current design is a “best fit” in trying to balance the project’s impacts, constraints, and needs.
 
We question the perceived benefits and arguments of adding a fence to the north side of the road in-
between Lark Pond and Chena Small Tracts Road.  Adding a fence along Lark Pond creates negative
impacts.  It requires the removal of more trees, increases maintenance requirements (time & $$) and
increase the project construction cost.  As we have indicated before we are proposing to re-vegetate
this area with fast growing trees such as aspens and willows.
 
This project does not have dedicated future construction funding.  This project will have to compete
against other statewide projects and funding priorities in this coming legislative session.  To give this
project the best chance to receive funding we are trying to minimize construction costs.  Proposed
design features are limited to ones that are needed to address the project’s scope, purpose and need,
which is to construct a bicycle/pedestrian facility so pedestrians and bicyclists are not in vehicle travel
lanes.
 
We recommend the Planning Commission approve this project with no changes.
 
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
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From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
To: Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: FW: Chena Small Tracts Bike Path Proposal
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:19:50 AM

Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059

-----Original Message-----
From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:55 AM
To: 'sakmerlin37@countermail.com'
Cc: Terry & Marie Osborne
Subject: RE: Chena Small Tracts Bike Path Proposal

Steve,

Yes we at DOT are following our procedures in developing this project.

You need to be aware that some procedures, processes and order for “State of Alaska” funded projects
differ from “Federally Funded” projects.  Chena Small Tracts is a State funded project.

The procedures and guidelines we follow are in the AK DOT&PF Alaska Highway Preconstruction
Manual.  It can be found on the State DOT website at:

http://www.dot.state.ak.us/stwddes/dcspubs/index.shtml#manuals

Hope this helps,

Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059

-----Original Message-----
From: sakmerlin37@countermail.com [mailto:sakmerlin37@countermail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:38 PM
To: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
Cc: Terry & Marie Osborne
Subject: Chena Small Tracts Bike Path Proposal

-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE-----
Hash: SHA1

Dear Mr. Johnson,

I am wondering if the development of the plans for the bike path along Chena Small Tracts followed
Alaska Dept. of Transportation normal operating procedures.  Can you send me a copy or point me to
the procedures used by the DoT to evaluate these projects?

Thank you in advance.

Sincerely,
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Steven Osborne
907.888.5469
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Version: CounterMailEngine v1.3
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From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
To: Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: FW: Chena Small Tract estimates
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:19:32 AM
Attachments: 10 foot shoulder.pdf

sidewalk c&b.pdf
proposed design.pdf

 
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 
From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT) 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 3:59 PM
To: 'kjloeser@att.net'
Cc: Woster, Timothy J (DOT)
Subject: Chena Small Tract estimates
 
Ken,
 
This e-mail is in response to your request yesterday for cost estimates on alternatives considered.
 
Attached are the preliminary cost estimates for the:

o    Widened shoulder alternative
o    Sidewalk with curb and gutter alternative
o    Current proposed separated path

 
As I mentioned in my office, the scope that was created for this project (construct a pedestrian/bicycle
facility) sets the design criteria for the project.  This is important to understand because it establishes
design features such as minimum widths and minimum separation distances.   We used minimum
widths and separations in all alternatives developed to try and minimize impacts.
 
Yesterday I was incorrect when I told you widening the shoulders on each side of the road could be a
viable alternative.  The project designer Ricardo Policicchio developed and evaluated that alternative
and it was dismissed.
 
Early in the design process we evaluated several alternatives including alternatives that widened the
road to the south.  All alternatives we considered on the south side would create impacts to right-of-
way, drainage and utilities. 
 
The narrowest possible alternative that meets minimum AASHTO standards is 6-foot widened
shoulders on each side of the road.  Impacts on the south side of the road include:

·         Right-of-way impacts at Cripple Creek Slough.  Fill catch slopes would extend beyond the
existing 33 foot right-of-way

·         Other right-of-way and drainage impacts:
o    Fill slopes catch at or just within the 33-foot right-of-way, covering existing ditches. 

This creates drainage problems because the existing ditch would be filled in and force
water to drain onto private property

o    Ditching would be required to re-establish or ensure drainage does not impact private
property.  Ditches would extend outside of the existing 33-foot right-of-way

·         Utility impacts are created east of Steelhead Road where the fill slope would cover an existing
fire hydrant and its valve boxes

·         Estimated $1,000,000 construction cost (not including right-of-way acquisition or utility
adjustment costs)

·         Alternative dismissed due to right-of-way and utility impacts
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Other alternatives considered and dismissed on the north side of Chena Small Tracts Road:
1.  10-foot Widened shoulder:

a.  Does not meet minimum AASHTO standards to provide a minimum 5-foot separation
from the edge of the road shoulder to the edge of the path

b.  Violates the Alaska bicycle law to ride on the far right side of the roadway with the
direction of traffic

c.  Estimated $780,000 construction cost 
 

2.  8-foot wide sidewalk with curb and gutter:
a.  Meets minimum AASHTO standards
b.  Creates drainage problems in the middle of the project.  The vertical profile in this area is

flat.  The curb and gutter would trap water creating water puddles in front of the sidewalk:
                                          i.    Standing water on the road combined with vehicle traffic would quickly degrade the

pavement structure creating potholes and break up the pavement
                                         ii.    Would require re-grading the road profile to drain and install drainage features to

remove water from the roadway.
c.  Estimated $2,370,000 construction cost
d.  Alternative dismissed due to:

                                          i.    Drainage problems
                                         ii.    The increased cost to re-grade, repave and add drainage improvements along the

roadway to correct drainage issues
 

3.  15-foot widened shoulder:
a.  This alternative meets minimum AASHTO standards but was dismissed over the safer

preferred alternative which creates a separated path with a physical change in grade
between the road and path elevations.

b.  Estimated $1,000,000 construction cost
 
The current proposed design is a separated path with a vertical grade change between the road and
path. This design meets minimum AASHTO standards.

a.  The 5-foot separation between the road and path will be vegetated
b.  This is the safest design considered.  The grade change combined with the vegetated

separation creates a physical and visual break between the road and path for motorists.
c.  The separated path is also the safest design considered for the majority of expected users

(children, pedestrians and leisure bicyclists) because they are farther from vehicles.
d.  Estimated $1,150,000 construction cost

 
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 





















From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
To: Teresa Gross
Cc: Bailey, Meadow P (DOT); Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: Chena Small Tracts #60260
Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:18:44 AM

Teresa,
 
Thank you for your interest and comments in the Chena Small Tracts project.  We at DOT agree this is
a good safety project for all the traveling public.
 
We have heard the neighborhood concerns, considered and analyzed other alternatives and believe
the current design is a “best fit” in trying to balance the project’s impacts, constraints, and needs. After
further internal review and discussion, AK DOT&PF has no plans to alter the proposed design or add
additional design features.  The current design is and 8-foot wide separated path on the north side of
Chena Small Tracts Road.
 
You are more than welcome to visit me at my office or I can meet you on site and we can go over the
proposed design. 
 
Respectfully submitted,
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 
From: Teresa Gross [mailto:teri144@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:37 AM
To: planning@co.fairbanks.ak.us; Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
Subject: HP2013-004
 
To whom it may concern:

I was present at the Planning Commission meeting on March 5th and would like to share
some of my thoughts on the Chena Small Tracts bike path.
Although testimony was overwhelmingly against this project, I think everyone agrees that a
path is needed. It was something that I was excited about when first proposed.  But DOT
has been very clear that they want this path to happen quickly and cheaply, even if
problems are unresolved.  During a phone conversation I had with DOT I asked about
fencing and if I could come to their office to look at the plans and ask questions.  I was told
that although I could come in, I should probably just look at the project website! The curt
nature of this conversation made me feel that my concerns would not be heard or
addressed. I think that the testimony heard at the meeting confirms that many residents
have felt steamrolled by this project. 

It would be very helpful if DOT would offer to send someone to meet with homeowners
and show them exactly where this path would be located and how much land would need
to be cleared before construction.  There are only 8 property owners (with houses) on the
north side whose lots will be affected so it doesn’t seem like an unmanageable request.
 Technically this land is DOT right of way and they have a right to develop it, but practically
it has been my front yard for 37 years. This kind of change is psychologically unnerving,
and I think a more understanding DOT presence would go a long way to gaining
neighborhood support.

mailto:/O=SOA/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMJOHNSON1
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Clearing the land required for construction places a financial burden on me to replant the
deforested area, and puts my security at risk by offering easy egress to my property.  For
those of us close to the park at the the end of the road this is a serious concern. A privacy
fence will become essential and DOT should either provide this themselves or offer a per
foot reimbursement amount when the homeowner has fencing installed.  I realize that
funding is limited, but this kind of detail is not prohibitively expensive and leaving it out of
the proposal is what caused such an uproar against it. 

In closing, I’d like to say that I know a lot of people have worked hard on this project and I
hope a successful plan can be achieved.  I encourage a fencing provision to be included,
and I think homeowners whose property is directly affected deserve to be treated with
respect and consideration.

Thank you,
Teresa Gross
1491 Dolly Varden Ln.



From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT)
To: Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: FW: Lark Pond Residents Meeting Concerning the Chena Small Tracts Road Bike/Pedestrian Path
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:20:29 AM

 
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 
From: Johnson, Russell M (DOT) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:49 AM
To: 'Ron Jaeger'
Cc: Krol, Longin (DOT); Bailey, Meadow P (DOT); Hooper, Barry L (DOT); Woster, Timothy J (DOT);
Martin, Kerri L (DOT)
Subject: RE: Lark Pond Residents Meeting Concerning the Chena Small Tracts Road Bike/Pedestrian
Path
 
Ron,
 
Thank you for summarizing comments, concern and recommendations related to the Chena Small
Tracts project. 
 
We have heard and understand the neighborhood concerns.  We at DOT have diverging viewpoints to
some of your arguments.  After further internal review and discussion we believe the current design is
a “best fit” in trying to balance the project’s impacts, constraints, and needs.  There are no plans to
alter the proposed design or add additional design features.  The current design is and 8-foot wide
separated path on the north side of Chena Small Tracts Road.
 
Adding a fence along Lark Pond creates negative impacts.  It requires the removal of more trees,
increase maintenance (time & $$) and increase the project cost.
 
The proposed Path is being designed to meet the 2012 AASHTO Bicycle Facilities manual.
 
The proposed bin wall is so the path and its embankment avoid the pond.  It has nothing to do with
soil stability on the north side vs. the south side of the road.
 
We feel this is a good safety project that will benefit the traveling public, especially pedestrians and
bicyclists.
 
Respectfully submitted,
 
Russ Johnson
AK DOT&PF
451-5059
 
From: Ron Jaeger [mailto:taigakid@gci.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:25 AM
To: Johnson, Russell M (DOT); 'carl.heim@alaska.gov'
Cc: 'planning@co.fairbanks.ak.us'; Higgins, Pete B (LAA); Bishop, Click (LAA)
Subject: Lark Pond Residents Meeting Concerning the Chena Small Tracts Road Bike/Pedestrian Path
 
Russ,
 

mailto:/O=SOA/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMJOHNSON1
mailto:kerri.martin@alaska.gov
mailto:taigakid@gci.net


Our meeting at Terry & Marie Osborne’s house was well attended, certainly a majority of the Lark
Pond residents, as well as some verbal direction from a few that could not attend, and one e-mail. 
We started at 7PM and discussed this issue until 9PM covering all possible scenarios for the
construction of a bike path.  One point was made crystal clear!  We do not want to see the trees
and shoreline shaved off on the North side next to Lark Pond.  This will create a disruption of
habitat that will displace the wildlife that have become a part of our lives during our residence on
the pond.  Secondly, our preferred position would be to construct the bike path on the South side
of Chena Small Tracts Road.  Most of the testimony for the bike path outside of the Lark Pond
residents came from folks who live in the Small Tracts Subdivision—on the South side.  It is already
partially cleared, and other bike paths have been built in close proximity to utility lines that exhibit
the same spatial relationship this path would have.  Traveling across the roadways on the South
side may feature a greater number of driveways & roads, but the traffic is much less than the
amount that flows from the University West Subdivision onto Chena Small Tracts Road to Chena
Pump.  Soils are more stable on the South side of the roadway—isn’t that why you have proposed
using the BinWall construction on the North side?
If any path is built on the North side, we request that a fence be constructed to prohibit public
access—both to restrict access to the pond to respect our private property rights, but mostly to
safeguard those who may put themselves at risk—small children, inebriates, and those with
impaired judgment or limited ability attempting to swim across, or just around in the pond.  If
constructed on the road side of the trees—this will block most of our view of the fence, and the
residences on the corner ends of the block would prefer that the fence height be tapered down in
height when approaching their houses so they don’t have to look out at a fence—a detail on your
drawing.  Splitting the traffic to both sides of the roadway would provide better travel ability and
access to roads and driveways on the South side—in our opinion. 
 
Some folks felt that widening the road on both sides for the span of Lark Pond would be the best
solution with a bike path on one side & a shared bike/pedi path on the other side—both going with
the traffic as directed by appropriate signage at the entrance to the path, and per State law.  This
would minimize conflicts between pedi traffic and bike traffic since oftentimes, the pedestrians do
not offer sufficient right of way to the bicycles due to walking in groups or two or three abreast of
each other, and with dogs.  If you follow the regulations for shared paths, it seems that a barrier
would have to be placed between the roadway and path, but the other side for bicycle only--just
striped.  We would ask that any road edge barrier be aesthetically pleasing & if only a Jersey
barrier, then coated with brown, round aggregate or chips which would reduce graffiti.  It is a
challenge to provide interconnecting access for pedestrians from one side to the other since most
of the roads do not line up.  With no intersecting roads on the North side for the span of Lark Pond,
this would setup the least amount of conflict for those walking “The Loop” around Chena Pump &
North on Trinidad, or Steelhead, or even Dolly Varden; or the alternate walk down either Trinidad
or Steelhead with the walk back North on the other road.  We have not seen much traffic coming
out of the South side of Chena Small Tracts, but very possibly more with a bike path to ride on.  It is
also not good practice to cross the roadway with a bike only path for 900 feet, and then return to
the opposite side, so we will wait to see your recommendation.  Another idea was to construct the
pedestrian path on the North side starting at Trinidad Drive, and the two lane bike path on the
South side, then rejoin them at Steelhead to avoid some of the potential right of way acquisition or
disruption on the South side from Steelhead to the Chena-Kiwanis Park at the end of the road.  If



that is not where the potential problem is, then this is a moot point.
 
The AASHTO regulations recommend that a bi-directional walking lane for pedestrians with
directional lanes of travel for cyclists with at least 5 feet for pedestrians and at least 10 feet for
bicyclists.  This is almost double the width of the proposed eight feet for this path.  Also, that “8
feet is acceptable in rare circumstances”—is this such a circumstance?  With constraints in budget,
we felt that by placing the pedestrian path next to the edge of the roadway, some money could be
saved by reducing the amount of BinWall construction.  Perhaps the only place that it would need
to be utilized would be the guardrail area where the edge of the pond is closer to the roadway.  On
the CONTECH website, it details “trenching into the ground”, “preassembling transverse or panel
sections”, and “available lifting equipment can handle large transverse sections”.   It is implied that
this retaining wall system is versatile, and we see that as a doable element in this construction to
provide minimum impact to the existing trees and vegetation.  Trading 50 foot spruce trees for 3
foot willow whips is not an option for the Lark Pond habitat.  Walkers love the natural look, the
birds chirping in the trees, the ducks on the pond, etc.  Bicyclists are too busy watching where they
are going, and this tranquil setting is lost on most of them—let them ride on the South side.  Let’s
not lose this little slice of Alaskana for everybody!   
 
Using the best, longest-lasting markings and signage for the project will pay back in decreased
maintenance.  This needs to be done initially and then maintained.  There was a question whether
the road markings at the intersections would fall into the area of responsibility for maintenance by
the Service District, or whether the State of Alaska will maintain.  Stop signs at road intersections;
yield signs for driveways?  We would like to see a recommendation from the FNSBoro’s
Landscaping Committee to utilize both effective groundcover and additional transplanting of trees
& shrubs to maintain or establish a natural look along the shared path.  There are several areas
that will need special effort to blend into the terrain—especially after construction.            
 
Please let me know in advance of the next Planning Commission meeting what your
recommendation will be so that we can participate in a positive way.  We appreciate your efforts
to reconsider our Lark Pond segment of this project. 
 
Yours truly,
 
Ron Jaeger and Lark Pond Residents
388-8479
 
Bcc:  LPR and others.
 
 
 
 
 
 



VIA Email:  planning@co.fairbanks.ak.us
February 8, 2013

RE: Chena Small Tracts Improvements Project No. 60260; HP2013-04

We would like to thank the State and the Fairbanks North Star Borough Planning 
Commission for providing property owners the opportunity to provide comments 
regarding the proposed design of a 10-foot wide paved shoulder on the North Side of 
Chena Small Tracts Road.  The proposed shoulder will pass along our property at the 
corner of Chena Small Tracts Road and Trinidad as well as the entire length of Lark 
Pond. Due to serious environmental, safety and trespass concerns, we do not support 
the current project.

Here are our concerns:

•Environmental. Lark Pond supports a variety of wildlife year-round.  For instance, 
Northern Pike reside in the pond year round and a variety of birds nest in and around 
the Pond in the spring, summer, and fall.  We've had geese, swans, several types of 
ducks, and grebes come every year, and muskrats have been living in the Pond for the 
past few summers.  Ducks and grebes have been born at the pond and continue to 
return.  Presently, there is a ditch along North Side of Chena Small Tracts Road that 
provides drainage for water running off the road.  This ditch passes along the entire 
length of Lark Pond and enables harmful road water to drain without running into the 
Pond.  Though the Commission has not yet provided any information about how it 
intends to deal with the ditch, it appears that constructing the 10-foot wide paved 
shoulder on the North Side of Chena Small Tracts Road would require filling in the 
ditch and possibly even putting in culverts for drainage.  Such a plan would drain 
harmful road water directly into the Pond, contaminate the Pond and significantly 
impact the abundant wildlife that depends on the Pond.  As such, the Commission 
should conduct any environmental studies required by federal, state or Borough laws 
to determine the extent of the harm caused to the Pond and its wildlife.  As an 
adjacent property owner whose land will be impacted, we should have access to the 
results of such studies, prior to this project going forward.

•Safety and Trespass.  Construction of the paved shoulder would also provide 
improved access to Lark Pond, which is located on private property owned by the 21 
homeowners around the Pond.  The Pond is therefore a private pond, and the 
homeowners have the ability to foreclose outside access and to require trespassers to 
leave.  Lark Pond is quite deep (we’ve been told it reaches depths of 38 feet) and drops 
off quickly along the south shoreline next to Chena Small Tracts Road, where access is 
easiest.  The hazards beneath the water not far from the shoreline include thick weeds, 
murky and soft bottom, and glass and other debris from trespassers.  Currently the 
large ditch and patch of thick trees and bushes help identify the Pond as private (non-



accessible) property and also provide a deterrent to individuals wanting to trespass on 
the Pond.  In the past three years there have been at least two instances of children 
nearly drowning in the Pond.  These children were not from the property owners 
around the Pond.  These children were trespassers who were not aware of the hazards 
of the Pond.  It was only because a homeowner / property owner from around the Pond 
saw the children in distress and provided immediate assistance, that a tragedy was 
averted. If the Commission goes forward with its plan, it will provide more access to 
the private Pond, significantly increasing the chances that local children will be injured 
or even drown in the Pond.  As an analogy, it will be as if the Commission tore down a 
homeowner’s fence near a cliff and put a sign “interesting view ahead children.”  The 
Commission should be required to consider this safety issue before opening up the 
area and filling in the ditch with the 10-ft wide paved shoulder.  Certainly, if there is 
an unfortunate situation and a grieving family tries to hold the homeowners 
responsible, it will be made known that the homeowners protested the Commission 
making the Pond so attractive to children.

•Environmental. Construction of the paved shoulder would also provide easier access 
for pollution of the Pond.  People will have access to throw garbage into the Pond, i.e. 
glass, litter, etc.  More trespass around the Pond will also result in more garbage.  
Further, the increase visibility or openness to the traffic along the Road will mean more 
exhaust and pollution encroaching on the Pond.  All of this increased traffic and 
pollution will discourage the presence of the abundant wildlife discussed above and 
disrupt their nesting.

•Taking More Individual Property Rights Than Necessary.  Finally, larger residential 
plots are on the south side of Chena Small Tracts Road, and putting a bike path there 
would result in less impact on individual property owners.  The planners have 
intimated that there are ‘right-of-way’ issues or ‘easement’ issues that make it more 
difficult to construct on the south side.  However, those issues should be weighed 
against the more significant impact to the property-owners’ land on the north side of 
the Road.

•Improper Notice to Impacted Residents.  Finally, I do not believe that the Commission 
provided notice to the other residents owning portions of Lark Pond.  The current plan 
to put 10-foot wide paved shoulder on the North Side of Chena Small Tracts Road that 
will open up access to a pond that is owned by 21 homeowners.  There are far more 
impacted residents than the 2 property owners abutting the Road itself.  The 
Commission has not provided these residents notice of the plan nor the opportunity to 
comment on the impact to their property.  

We request that the Commission give more consideration to other alternatives for 
providing a bicycle/pedestrian walkway along Chena Small Tracts Road, one that would 
not harm the wildlife using the Pond or provide easier access for trespass to Lark Pond, 



and that wouldn’t result in a serious impact to personal property.  Further, the adjacent 
property owners should be provided copies of any studies that would occur with the 
implementation of this project.

Sincerely,

Terry and Marie Osborne
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